5
Ways Contact
Centers Mitigate

The Great Resignation

Businesses like yours have much to learn from the people who
manage contact center operations. Here, we outline five lessons
learned over decades that apply directly to issues organizations
face amid mass resignations and employee turnover.

For the full story, download the Opus Research Inc. white paper:
5 Ways Contact Centers Mitigate TGR’s Impact

HOW DO CONTACT CENTERS MITIGATE TGR’S IMPACT?
• Embrace conversational AI and automation
• Engage agents as subject matter experts to train AI
• Support true customer self-service
• Provide consistent answers across all channels
• AI must support both employee satisfaction and customer loyalty

WHAT METHODS DO ORGANIZATIONS LIKE YOURS USE TO TRAIN AND OPTIMIZE THEIR
ENTERPRISE INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT?
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Source: Respondents to Opus Research, Global Enterprise Intelligent Assistants Survey, 2022

ONE THING IS CLEAR. AI-POWERED CHATBOTS

Do not get sick

They don’t
take time off

They can put in extra
hours on nights or
weekends

Thanks to machine learning algorithms, their
performance constantly improves
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